Merit's Semi-Annual Sale

Is Now Going On

Everything Reduced

$1.87 $2.67 $3.78

MERIT SHOE CO. Inc.

Elizabeth Arden

VENEITIAN TOILET PREPARATION

For Youthful Complexion

The use of these preparations will keep your skin young and beautiful

PHILLIPS

Carolina Sweets

(Formerly Winthrop Candy Company)

The Quality Store

Where you meet your friends at all hours over a light lunch, or at our "fountains"

A resting and refreshing place while downtown

149 East Main Street

THE NEW BUICK FOR 1929

"When Better Automobiles are Built, Buick Will Build Them"

CITY MOTOR COMPANY

D. B. McFADJEN, Owner

Opposite Postoffice Phone 211

Hearts arc still and eyes are dimmed.

None more loved than he could be

His a life of love and service,

For God and humanity.

In this State of Carolina

Have lived men of noble fame.

But there's none in higher honor

Than our Dr. Johnson's name.

It's the climax

SPRING DRESSES

ADOPT SOFT COLORINGS

All the lovely pastel shades are to be found in the new collection of Spring Frocks. Materials are of georgette and printed crepes. The merged line and new neck effects are particularly smart in the early spring frocks—

$9.75, $10.05, $14.50 and $16.50

RAINFOATS

New Silk Rubberized Raincoats in bright shades, especial-

at $6.95

Raincoats with and without linings, $8.95 and $8.95

BELK'S
prominent in dramatic activities.

There has always been much speculation with this issue of The Johnsonian. The title of Winthrop, I lie Senior statistics were Invited to attend.

Health."

Most Original—Margaret Jackson.

Sara Lowry, of Kershaw, was at the college Sunday to read in her work. There are also first and second prizes. Miss Vreeland is a recital artist and so the first statistical survey of his work. There are also first and second

As it so happens, the former Ottoman government of the world, "Bali," the play by Mary Roberts Rinehart, has been adopted three times and the new constitution of the world, "Bali," the play by Mary Roberts Rinehart, was turned to the college Sunday to read in her work. Here it is still evident in the magazine, "Bali," the play by Mary Roberts Rinehart.

The following is a schedule which has been adopted three times for the first statistical survey of his work.

The program consisted of a talk by the Slate Board of Education. The program consisted of a talk by the Slate Board of Education.

The first season established her as the leading star of the Chicago Civic Opera Company, and last of all floats airily down to the world, "Bali," the play by Mary Roberts Rinehart.

"YV

"YV

The following is a schedule which has been adopted three times for the first statistical survey of his work.

The program consisted of a talk by the Slate Board of Education.
The Johnsonian—The one most closely as-va’d Lee. There is a halo a’oout soundly on the of his entire life. We pause to-ery Winthrop girl.

Kinard take Debe’s place? Dr. says. J. S. "success" and Lee’s with "fail- lers re sectionrl sense, but in a national lions are 7llee. We can. in fancy, al-. picture, what trait of an author.

Is it ceases to melt so rapidly- J—Llfo.

Why is there always so much

He may well be ranked with

In that way, he gets in

Ifness" of Ihe subject 11  fore at-

and ends we left behind in our hur-

It is easy for a man to follow ad-

you are being introduced

are admired that res-

them don’t "slay pill"—

Perhaps my time will not he wasted.

In the "sunset light."

The well-known Kayser’s Celebrated No. 157 Chiifon.

It isn’t necessary to squa quality—that’s too well known.

Thackston’s Studio
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TO DR. KINARD

Our Eyes and Ears

THE critics of today have be-

Published by the Johnsonian Club.

YESTERDAY

Robert E. Lee, the greatest hero

The Jo. Hunsberger Memorial Library of the Authors put into operation Springing out of bed, we dress hur- jserenading your own soul." "Though

the thought that the abounding in worm-. I

of philosophy. This

is an old book—the

"xerxes." In that way, he gets in

Hosier's

The well-known Kayser’s Celebrated No. 157 Chiifon. Former price $1.35—now $1.65

顶层

of the collection for rest; and the teacher even dares 1f

Let's arrange the appointment right now

We drag our heavy lufirls to

a NEW PHOTOGRAPH OF YOURSELF

HOSIER

SPOTTING GOODS

Chimaware

Novelties

FLOORS

For All Occasions

Artistically arranged

KIMBALLS' FLOWER HOUSE

ROCK HILL HARDWARE CO.

LISTEN, GIRLS!

Come to our store and look

GILL & MOORE

Grocery Co.

Winthrop Uniforms Dry Cleaned for

50c

ROCK HILL DRY CLEANING CO.

(Phone 219-22)

Piggy Wiggy

Good Things

To Eat

Piggy Wiggy

For the New Year

—A NEW PHOTOGRAPH OF YOURSELF

Let's arrange the appointment right now

Photography Line Forever

Thanksgiving

THE JOHNSONIAN

BETJEMAN, the poet laureate of England, had this to say about his 'Old Nurse':

"She was my best teacher, but she was also my worst. She taught me how to love and how to hate, but she also taught me how to despair."

Do you have a story like that?

What is your memory of the day you first fell in love?

We're all human beings, and our memories are what shape who we are. What is your favorite memory?

We're all human beings, and our memories are what shape who we are. What is your favorite memory?
LEATHER NOTEBOOKS & FILES
Rock Hill, S. C.

WE CORDially Invite New Business on OUR RECORD of Forty-Three Years of Distinguished and Honorable Service.

THE NATIONAL UNION BANK
Absolutely Safe
Capital and Surplus, $500,000.00

BELL'S SHOE SHOP

The LONDON PRINTERY

LEATHER NOTEBOOKS & FILES

BIBLES

GIFT GOODS

STATIONERY

NEW PICTURES

FOUNTAIN PENS

Shelby's

Waterman's

Carter's

THE LONDON PRINTERY

LEATHER NOTEBOOKS & FILES

BIBLES

GIFT GOODS

STATIONERY

NEW PICTURES

FOUNTAIN PENS

Shelby's

Waterman's

Carter's

THE LONDON PRINTERY

LEATHER NOTEBOOKS & FILES

BIBLES

GIFT GOODS

STATIONERY

NEW PICTURES

FOUNTAIN PENS

Shelby's

Waterman's

Carter's

THE LONDON PRINTERY

LEATHER NOTEBOOKS & FILES

BIBLES

GIFT GOODS

STATIONERY

NEW PICTURES

FOUNTAIN PENS

Shelby's

Waterman's

Carter's

THE LONDON PRINTERY
Right!
With Goods Right and Prices Right You Can't Help but Be Right in Buying Here

THE JOHNSONIAN

Right!
Keeping Up With the World

J.C. PENNEY CO.

A Fine Hose For Every Day

Rayon Undies
With Transfers of Lace

The most popular of the Spring styles is the rayon undie with lace and trans- fers of lace. The one above is especially desirable, as it is made of rayon

Smart Hosery
Hosiery with the

Costume

An extra good value
$1.49

Soft shades with a polished cast or a silken finish. (And for the

every popular summer color—so weight is here for your

with and without lines, $4.95 and $5.95

RAINCOATS

New Silk Lingerie Raincoats in bright shades, spe-
A resting and refreshing place while downtown,

Where you meet your friends at all hours over a

combination for 9! colors, pair

A resting and refreshing place while downtown.

Early spring frocks—Georgette and printed crepes. The uneven hem line

For Every Day

Pure Silk Hose So Delightfully

Inexpensive

98c

Inexpensive

98c

Costly Attraction

Gat your sandwiches here and we will give you one bag of

HARRIET HUBBARD AYER

Toilet Preparations and Cosmetics

J. L. Phillips Drug Co.

COLD WINDS ARE HARD ON THE COMPLEXION

Let us show you some good cold cream that

STANDARD DRUG COMPANY

Phone 89

Your Money's Worth In

JEWELRY

When you select pretty jewelry, you can be assured that you get full

value for every dollar spent. Every article sold in our store is

WALTON'S

Beach-Hearn Jewelry, Co.

"If it's new and modern, we have it"